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Abstract. The paper considers the concept of building the 
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1  Introduction 

This paper considers consider the issues of building an information system (IS) architecture in the context of enterprise 
architecture. The concept of IS architecture historically preceded the concept of enterprise architecture, which arose from 
the realization that the IS model must meet the requirements of the business and be able to flexibly adapt to its needs. 
Moreover, such compliance should not be fragmented, it should be based on a deep understanding of the business and its 
development prospects. IS should ensure the implementation of business requirements, have the ability to adapt to its 
changes. 

The idea of enterprise architecture is to create interconnected architectural models that combine the concepts of mission, 
goals, enterprise business strategy, business processes, information systems, etc. To implement the idea of enterprise 
architecture, several methodologies were proposed (see, for example, the reviews in [1] and [2]), none of which are without 
drawbacks and to this day is not a paradigm.  

What all the methodologies agree on is the need for the concept of the life cycle of an enterprise and, accordingly, IS. 
For the TOGAF [3], GERAM [4] and FEA [5] ICs, the identical stages of the life cycle and the types of IS architecture 
corresponding to these stages are determined: 

 Business architecture 
 IS architectures (data architecture and application architecture) 
 Architecture of technology. 

This paper discusses the construction of IS architecture, so the IS model under consideration includes only the necessary 
aspects of the enterprise business process model. Moreover, the work does not concern the construction of a basic (as-is) 
model, confining itself to the issues of constructing a target (to-be) architecture of IS based on a target business model. 

One way or another, starting with Zakhman [6], the methodologies for creating IS architecture suggest a downward 
development, with the consistent construction of architectural models of an ever-increasing level of detail. The levels of 
detail correspond to certain stages of the IS life cycle: the concept is created by presenting the target business architecture, 
technical design involves the description of functional architecture, component architecture, data architecture, and 
determines the technology architecture of IS. 

The practice of designing IS architecture involves a heuristic transition between architectural models of various levels of 
abstraction: a more detailed architecture is constructed in such a way that the technical solutions match the models of the 
previous level as much as possible. In this case, the architect uses his creativity, experience and knowledge to build a 
detailed model, and then proves (or considers it obvious) that the resulting model satisfies the requirements arising from a 
more abstract architecture. In the heuristic approach, the relationship between architectural models of various levels of 
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abstraction is inverse evidence-based. Many developers paid attention to this aspect of IS design (see [7], [8], [9]). Let us 
designate it as a technological gap between architectural models of various levels of abstraction.

In fact, we are talking about verification and validation1 the architectural models that underlie the program code. 
Technological gaps in the absence of verification and validation processes can lead to costly errors. 

Unlike the heuristic transition between architectural models of various levels of abstraction, which creates technological 
gaps, this article considers a smooth transition in which such gaps do not arise. The technology under consideration relates 
to the development of functional IS architectures. It is based on the application of the adaptive clustering method (ACM, 
see [10], [11]), in which detailed architectural models are justified by high-level abstraction models, ensuring their seamless 
connection and the possibility of tracing between components of architectural models. 

2  Formulation of the problem 

The architectural description of the system is a set of architectural representations corresponding to various points of view 
on the system. Consider Figure 1, representing a fragment of a conceptual model of architectural representation [12], 
supplemented by an architectural element that defines a seamless connection between architectural representations. 

The architectural representation corresponds to a certain point of view on architecture, and defines the architecture of IS 
with a degree of detail corresponding to the stakeholder. In Zakhman’s scheme, for example, the points of view correspond 
to the participants in the process of creating the system: a planner, analyst, architect, designer, programmer and operator. 
Considered in the indicated sequence, these points of view lead to associated architectural representations of an ever-
increasing level of detail. An architectural representation includes one or more architectural models that reflect the 
relationship of the elements of the architecture description (hereinafter referred to as the elements). Elements correspond to 
abstracts determined by the type of model and the point of view on the architecture of IS. 

The main objective of this work is to identify among the elements of architectural models included in the architectural 
representation of the corresponding level of abstraction, an element (connecting element), the decomposition of which 
defines the elements of architectural models of the next level of abstraction. 

 

 

Figure 1 – Conceptual model of architectural representation 
 
The connecting element clearly defines the relationship between the elements of architectural models of various 

architectural representations. The essence of the technological gap between architectural concepts is that with a heuristic 
approach to design, the relationships between the elements of architectural models are not defined explicitly, so the 
validation and verification of architectural models is a rather complicated, painstaking task. 

                                                           
1 Validation is a confirmation (based on the presentation of objective evidence) that the requirements intended for a particular use or 
application are fulfilled, and verification is a confirmation that the specified requirements are fulfilled [15]. 
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By seamless connection, we mean the presence of explicit connections between the elements of architectural models of 
various architectural representations. In this case, the description of the IS architecture is an interconnected set of 
architectural representations, and for elements of architectural models, tracing2 becomes possible, which makes the process 
of model validation and verification trivial - you just need to make sure that the decomposition of the connecting elements 
is performed correctly. 

In this paper, based on the definition of connection elements, describe a seamless connection scheme of architectural 
representations of the target business architecture, functional architecture, component architectures, data architecture and 
deploying architecture IS. 

3  Business Architecture Design 

At ACМ, it is business architecture that is the starting point for IS design. In the context of IS design, business architecture 
is understood to mean many models of automated business processes of an enterprise. In the context of this work, we 
consider the target business architecture, i.e. business process models taking into account the use of IS. The task is to 
determine the complete set of automated functions of the business process. 

3.1  Business Architecture Concepts 

The architectural models of business architecture are built on three main elements (Figure 2), which are defined in the 
decomposition procedure: 

 a business process, understood in the usual sense, as an action in which, based on one or more types of input 
objects [resources], a result valuable to the client is created; a business process can be represented by a set of 
actions determined on the basis of its decomposition; 

 a business function is an action from a set of actions determined by the decomposition of a business process; 
 a business operation is a business function that cannot be decomposed, the executor of which is a specific 

employee. 
Decomposition determines the explicit relationships between these architectural elements: a business process is 

decomposed into business functions, business functions, in turn, are decomposed into business functions and business 
operations. The process ends when all business functions are decomposed into business operations. 

A business operation is a place where a user interacts with an IS, and accordingly, explicitly or implicitly, includes 
automated functions that support it. 

3.2  Operational Service 

The business architecture defines the functional requirements of the user for IS. Description of business operations allows 
you to define functions that should be automated. The set of these functions, defined for a business operation, constitutes 
the content of the business operation service (hereinafter referred to as the operational service). Operational services are 
formed for each business operation and include automated functions descriptions. They are architectural elements of an 
abstract nature that do not imply any implementation. 

An operational service is a connecting element that defines a seamless relationship between business architecture and 
functional architecture.  

Figure 2 demonstrates this relationship: the operational service is decomposed into system dialogs, which are the main 
element of the functional architecture that provides access to IS functions. Automated functions of a business operation are 
implemented in dialogs. 

In addition, the operational service is the boundary between the business architecture and the system architecture. It 
formalizes the requirements for automating business operations and serves as the basis for the formation of software 
requirements specifications. 

4  Functional Architecture 

Functional architecture is understood as an architectural representation, including architectural models of the structure and 
composition of the functional components of IS, providing access to the "internal" functions of IS that implement 
automated functions. In other words, the functional architecture models the interaction of IS with users, as well as with 
other external agents. The functional architecture forms the appearance of the IS based on the presentation of the 
compositions of the dialogs of the system, defines the requirements for dialogs and specifies interfaces with external 
systems. 
A dialogue is any act of agent interaction that causes a change in the state of the IS by launching the corresponding software 
components [9]. Thus, dialogue is understood in a broad sense - this is not only the interaction of the user with the 
computer, but also the exchange of messages between any IS objects, as well as external agents. 

The structure of the dialogue description (Figure 2) includes the following architectural elements: 

                                                           
2 The relationship between the elements of architectural models different levels of abstraction. 
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 The function of the presentation level of the IS (view function) is the IS function implemented in the dialogue, 
providing access to the "internal" IS functions. In other words, through the view functions, the user interacts with 
the IS. 

 The source resource and the Target product are information objects, respectively, received at the input of the 
dialogue upon its initiation and formed as a result of the dialogue at the exit from it. 

 Dialog form - representing a dialog for the user, if the user is supposed to be an agent. 
The view functions defined in the dialog have the following classification: 
 implementation of dialogue preconditions upon initiation; 
 input / output of data field values; 
 processing of dialogue control elements that change the state of the IS; 
 reaction to errors and contingencies during the dialogue; 
 implementation of postconditions at the end of the dialogue. 

Functional architecture defines the next level of architectural representation - component architecture. A connecting 
element that defines seamless connections between functional architecture and component architecture are view functions 
that are decomposed into software modules. A detailed discussion of component architecture is provided in the next section. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2 – Connection between business architecture and functional architecture 
 

5  Component Architecture 

The view functions resulting from the design of dialogs do not take into account the component architecture of the system. 
These functions concern only the presentation level of the IS. Representation of the IS architecture in the form of 
interacting functional components (subsystems and external systems) makes it possible to find out how the view functions 
implement, to determine the internal functions of the application logic and data management. 

The component architecture establishes the composition and interaction of the functional components of the IS, 
determines the software modules and their distribution according to the functional components, details the functional 
requirements for the IS. 

The main elements of the component architecture model are (Figure 3): 
 functional components (subsystems and external systems), determined by the choice of an architectural template 

(or a composition of architectural templates) and the external environment of the system; 
 software modules, which are the structural parts of the functional components of the IS and are determined by the 

decomposition of the view function. 
The design of component architecture begins with the definition of the component structure of the IS and of which 

represent the system as the set functional components (subsystems and external systems). The modular composition of the 
functional components of the system is determined by the decomposition of the connecting elements of the functional 
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architecture - the view functions of IS, performed on the selected component structure. The decomposition of the view 
function may include previously defined modules for reuse, i.e. there is a many-to-many relationship between view 
functions and system modules. 

In ACM, to determine the modular composition of IS, Sequence Diagrams are used, which are generated for the view 
functions of each dialogue described at the level of functional architecture. Functional components are used as lifelines in 
diagrams. Thus, design allows you to define a complete set of software modules for all functional components. 

6  Definition of class methods 

ACM offers a technology for developing a data architecture (see [13] and [14]), but an exposition of this technology is 
beyond the scope of this work. We proceed from the fact that the data architecture in one way or another is developed at the 
level of the ER model and includes all the necessary attributes, and the entities are distributed among the elements of the 
component model. The task is to determine the data architecture classes methods based on the generated modular structure: 
for each module of the component model, the order of its implementation within the framework of the object-oriented IS 
model is determined. 

Thus, the connecting element that determines the seamless transition from component architecture to data architecture 
are the software modules of the component model. Class methods are determined by the decomposition of each module on 
the presented data architecture (Figure 3). As with the component model, there is a many-to-many relationship between 
modules and class methods, corresponding to the reuse of methods to implement modules. Class methods are also defined 
using Sequence Diagrams in which the lifelines correspond to the classes of the data model. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Functional architecture, component architecture, data architecture and their relationship 
 

7  Technological Architecture 

Technological architecture is a model representing the technical infrastructure of IS, including solutions in the field of 
computing and telecommunications infrastructure. 

Technological architecture, in the context of this work, represents the distribution of elements of component architecture 
(deployment) over various hardware and determines the necessary interfaces between objects of technical architecture. The 
choice of architectural solutions for technological architecture is limited by system requirements, quality attributes, and 
requirements for external interfaces. 

In terms of level of abstraction, technological architecture is superior to component architecture. Figure 4 shows that the 
connecting element between these architectures is the element of the technological architecture corresponding to the 
hardware. Connection reflect the location of functional components on the IS hardware. 

Architectural representations of technological architecture are typically performed using Deployment Diagrams. The 
description of the deployment diagram objects may include either requirements for the characteristics of the hardware-
software tool, or an indication of a specific device model. 
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Figure 4 – The relationship of component architecture and technical architecture 
 

8  Conclusion 

The method considered in this work provides a seamless transition from business architecture through the decomposition of 
the operational services to the functional architecture of the IS, which defines the dialogs of the system and the view 
functions. The decomposition of the view functions defines the software modules of the component architecture and, 
finally, the modules are decomposed into classes methods of the data architecture. In other words, each architectural 
representation is derived from the architecture of the previous level of abstraction. 

With this approach, the completeness of the functional implementation of the IS is ensured, since the decomposition of 
the business process allows you to accurately formulate the user requirements for the automated functions. Further design 
of functional components at various levels of the abstract description of IS is essentially a reasonable conclusion of the 
necessary and sufficient functionality of the IS, which avoids errors associated with technological gaps between 
architectural models, insufficient or excessive functionality. 

The advantages shown by the ACM in real-world design and maintenance of IS include ensuring transparency of the 
compliance of the design result with the requirements set by the customer by simplifying the validation and verification 
processes. The presence of tracing between the elements of architectural models allows for the rapid localization of 
necessary changes and improvements for the release of new versions of IS. The regulation of the development process, the 
relationship of the architectural description with artifacts, taking into account the possibility of generating design and 
operational documents based on architectural models [11], provides a significant reduction in the design time and making 
necessary changes to IS. 

In conclusion, I would like to outline topics that were not reflected in this work. Further research is required by the 
relationship between ACM and service-oriented architecture (SOA), namely the identification of services and the 
implementation of the component architecture of IC on the SOA template. In general, working with external information 
resources, whether it’s web services or library classes, requires study in the context of the ACM. 
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